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A. INTRODUCTION

1. The inaugural meeting of the Conimittee on Industrial Co-operation was

convened in compliance with the decision of the first meeting of the PTA

Council of Ministers held in Lusaka from 22 to 26 June 1932, which called

for the convening of the Technical Committees of the PTA to initiate the

implementation process of the PTA.

Attendance and Organisation of Work

2. The meeting was attended by representatives from Djibouti,. Ethiopia, .

Kenya, Lesotho, Swaziland, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Zambia

and Zimbabwe.

3. The African National Congress of South Africa (AfIC), the United

Nations Institute for Namibia (UNIN), the Organisation of African Unity

(OAU), the United.Nations Development Programme (UND?), and' the United

Nations Industrial Development Organization (tMXDO), attended the meeting

as observers.

B. ELECTION OF OFFICERS

4.. The Committee elected the following meniber States e.s the bureau for

the meeting:

Chairman - Zambia '-.:<'.

, Vice-Chairman - Uganda

Rapporteur - Kenya ;

C. AGENDA ■ ■. -....■:.-■■

Adoption of the agenda

5. The meeting adopted the following agenda:

(i) Opening.,of the meeting ■

(ii) Election of officers

Ciii). Review and adoption of the terms of reference of the Committee

■ - on Industrial Co-operation,

(iv) Consideration and adoption of the rules of procedure of the

Committee;

(v) Consideration of substantive issues?
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(vi) Agenda, date and venue for the next meeting of the Committee;

(vii) Any. other business;

(viii) Adoption of the report of the meeting.

D. ACCOUNT OF PROCEDIFGS

REVIEW AND ADOPTION OF THE TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE ON

INDUSTRIAL CO-OPERATION (AGENDA ITEM 3).

6. The Committee considered its terms of reference as presented in document

ECA/MULPOC/LUSAKA/PTA/TC/l/4/Add.l, made a few ammendments and adopted it,

a copy of which is annexed to this report as Annex II.

CONSIDERATION OF SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES (AGENDA ITEM 5)

RATIONALIZATION AND HARMONIZATION OF ISSUES RELATED TO INDUSTRIAL

CO-OPERATION (AGENDA ITEM 5(a))

7. Under this sub-item, the secretariat introduced document INR/PTA/CIC/1/4

on the rationalisation and harmonisation of issue* related to industrial

activities and institutions covering areas such as formulation and promotion of

industrial policies, priorities, strategies, investment codes and incentives,

the development and utilisation of consultancy and marketing services

systems, and the adoption of training programmes as well as the identification

of existing training facilities. It was also pointed out that the provision

of support measures for indigenous industrial enterpreneurs as well as the

collection and exchange of information in this field should be promoted.

8. After discussion, the Committee decided that studies should be undertaken

on:

(i) current investment laws and incentives available in order to identify

areas where they differ in the member States;

(ii) rationalization of issues pertinent to the development of the

ongoing subregional orojects identified;

(iii) rationalisation relating to industrial goods (both inputs and final)

to be traded under the Rules of Origin. The KULPOC Centre for:

Export Promotion should assist in the undertaking of this work.

REVIEW OF ON-GOING PROJECTS AND PROGRAMMES AND CHOICE OF PRIORITIES FOR

THE PTA (AGENDA ITEM 5 (b) (i) and (ii).

9. In introducing document INR/PTA/CIC/l/2 on this sub-item,the Secretariat,

pointed out that as stipulated in the PTA Treaty, the objective of the Protocol

on Co-operation in the field of Industrial Development was to promote self-

sustained industrialisation within the PTA, to expand trade in industrial products
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and toeffect=a structural.transformation of industry,for the purpose

of fostering the overall social and economic development of the member

States. Member States had already agreed on certain priority areas, which

were in.conformity with both the Lagos Plan.,of Action:and the Industrial

Development Decade for Africa. These priority'areas included activities

in the ■ iron.ajid. steel, engineering, chemicals, building materials and cons

truction- -food processing and forest industries. Following this introductory

statement, several delegates presented the following country position

reports* - --.

10, In relation.to iron and steel.production in-Zimbabwe the Zimbabwean

delegate pointed out that, out of a current production of\ 800,000 tonnes per

annum,, over;, 500;000: tonnes were exported- to. countries .outside, of Africa.

The lengthy routes, utilised, 600 kilometres via Kap-uto, 200 kilometres. .'.

via South Africa* and from there by sea, fcr journey,^ of up to 6,000 kilo

metre, substantially increased the already high costs of selling steel with

the result, tha-b export sales, to. .a depressed-world market * fetched earnings

far below-the cost-of production* The natural market for steel from,

Zimbabwe: was Vithin Africa. ..< However, Member .States were still, importing :
steel from South,Africa, Europe/ Oiapan 'and.other countries, able to offer

longer payment terms to the detriment, :>f Zimbabwe which, due to balance of

payments difficulties, was unable.to offer such, attractive grodit facilities.

11; ZimbaBwe^ was aJble to offer a. wide range of products from its industrial,

sector including agricultural implements, ,hand tools, holloware, castings and

general foundry, machinery, and electric motors and many others. Whilst

neighbouring countries within the sub-region required prompt payment for

materials they export, they, in turn, only purchased from those countries who

where able to offer extended credit terms or even barter arrangements. For

this reason, Zimbabwe's industrial■,sector could not. export to meet the demands

of the sul*-region and was working well below capacity.

12* The question of financing the; interchange of materials and industrial

products within the sub-region was therefore a vital one and, until this

was resolved, full industrial co-operation would not be possible. , .

13. In addition to the papers on the current status of the iron and steel

industry presented during previous meetings, the meeting was informed' that

the: Government of Kenya had recently .received a report on the proposed

integration of iron and steel project: prepared by, an Austrian firm which had

established its viability. The feasibility report was being evaluated by

officials of the various Ministries involved in the implementation of the

project, with a view to proposing further steps to be taken. A copy of the

Executive Summary of the report was sent to ECA secretariat and related

comments were-expected. The project proposed the gradual production of both

flat and non-flat iron and steel over a three-stages period starting with

about 2,90>.700 tonnes of flat products in 1990, about 510,000 /tonnes in 1995

and 800,000 tonnes in the year 2,000. . . .-'..■.

14. As far as the engineering industry in Kenya was (Concerned/ there were

several units producing both agricultural hand tools, implements, equipment

and transport equipment. There were plans to establish a foundry in the

country as a core of basid support facilities. ; ■— ' ^ -
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15. The meeting was informed of the current status of the chemical industry

in respect of basic industrial chemicals, Pharmaceuticals, paints,

pesticides, soaps, plastics and non-metallic mineral products. As matters

stood the entire chemical industry was dependent on the external suppliers
for imports of inputs and external markets for exports of basic industrial
chemicals such as soda ash and fluorspar. The Kenya agricultural sector

depended on fertilizer imports. The only fertilizer plant in Kenya was a small
NPK blending plant; for that reason, the Government was seriously considering

the implementation of a fertilizer project of about 210,000 tpa output.

Since none of the required raw materials for implementing such a project were

locally available, the Kenya Government would appreciate information on the
sub-region's potential, with a view to multicountry co-operation. As far as

the building materials, furniture and food processing industries were

concerned, ECA Secretariat had yet to go round the Member States in order to
identify the subregion's potential as well as areas for future co-operation.

16. Having noted the progress achieved by the ECA/MULPOC secretariat in

identifying and assisting Governments in the promotion of projects in the
field of iron and steel, engineering, chemicals and forest industries as
contained in document INR/PTA/CIC/l/2, the Committee recommended that

appropriate consultations should be undertaken, with a view to having these
projects implemented under the auspices of the PTA.

17. After extended discussion on this agenda sub-item, the Committee agreed
on the following provisional priority programmes and project ideas as the

programmes and projects of the Preferential Trade Area.

(a) Engineering .

Spare parts;tractors, agricultural implements (ox and tractor drawn) and
tools, bicycles;and transport and communication equipment; agricultural equipment
including a core of basic support facilities such as foundry, forging, heat
treatment, machine shops, tool room, fabrication shops and metal coating.

(b) Metals

Iron and Steel: '

(i) sponge iron and scrap for electric and furnace and rolling mills
producing steel (blooms, billets and slabs)'■-

<ii) . Steel (blooms, billets and slabs) from electric and furnace

for rerolling mills,

.(iii) Merchant products from rerolling mills for fabrication shops,

(iv) Steel (including special steels;/alloys) for making engineering >

parts, components andproducts, particularly for agricultural and
transport equipment in engineering core industries (basic support
facilities) such as machine shops and tool rooms.■

Copper products:

Copper cables, copper rod,; magnet wire, copper sheet and strips,

copper crafts.
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(c) Chemical Industry

Compound fertilizers ammonia, potash, phosphoric acid for manufacturing

fertilizers and other chemicals; sulphuric acid, explosives, gasoline, glass, b

bassic chemicals (chlorine, caustic soda, copper-oxychloride) agricultural

time, pesticides and pharmacentical'intermediates for manufacturing active

ingredients which in turn serve as inputs for formulation plants.

(cO Agro-based Industries

Textiles, sugar/coffee, citrus fruits, processed and canned fruits,

vegetables, products from molasses (e.g. alcohol), agricultural and animal

by-products and wastes?food processing research.

(e) Building Materials and Construction Industries •

Clay-based industries, sanitaryware (cerainic toilet system) , wall and

floor tiles, roofing asbestos sheets, cement, timber; building materials

standards aha research facilities.

(f) Forest Industry

Pulp and paper, particle board, water* board, fibre board, block board,

veneer, paquet flooring, furniture, recycled paper products, duplex board,

viscose rayon fibre/yarn and chemicals from wood.

DRAFT CHARTER ON MULTINATIONAL ENTERPRISES (AGENDA ITEM S (b) (iii)

18. The Secretariat introduced an information paper (ECA/MULPOC/LUSAKA/PTA/

TC.I/7) on multinational industrial enterprises which contained modalities

that the Committee might wish to include in a draft charter. These would

include proposals on the objctives, structures, rights and dutias to be

invested upon multinational industrial enterprises.

19. As regards the preparation of the charter on multinational enterprise,

the Committee agreed that the ECA secretariat should continue working on the

guidelines which could serve as a basis for the drafting of the charter

establishing multinational industrial enterprises, and formulate the terms

of reference for the preparation of the charter. Once member States had agreed

on the specific projects they wished to establish and the modalities of their

establishment, then drafting of the relevant charter could be undertaken.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT DECADE FOR AFRICA (AGENDA ITEM 5(c))

20. The secretariat introduced the concepts, objectives and priorities

of the Industrial Development Decade for Africa as contained in information

document INR/PTA/ClC/1/l and highlighted the activities, leading to the

declaration of the Decade, actions already undertaken by -Member States and

collaborating organizations including linkages between priorities of the

Decade and the PTA objectives.

21. The Committee noted with interest the report of the secretariat contained

in document INR/PTA/CIC/1/1 and agreed that the paper provided a basis on

which the PTA could identify priorities in the field cf both resource-based
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and engineering core industries. It was also noted that the paper provided

a framework,for individual.countries to identify projects of a multinational

nature, and for groups of countries in the subregion also to identify co

operation projects which couid be submitted to the Committee for its

consideration at its next meeting.

MECHANISM FOR PROMOTION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (AGENDA ITEM 5(d)

22. Under this agenda item, the secretariat introduced project document

INR/PTA/CIC/I/3 on the mechanism for promotion of industrial development

in the subregion. It was pointed out that according to Article 5

of the PTA Treaty and the Protocol on Cooperation in the field of Industrial

Development, the member States agreed to establish a Centre for the Promotion

of Industrial Development. The document examined the requirements for and

scope of industrial promotion and indicated the possible operational structure

and modalities for the proposed Industrial Promotion Centre thereby raising

some issues for discussion by the Committee.

23. The Committee concluded that the establishment of the Centre was

desirable but not essential at this material time. Further research work on

structural organisation and financial .and manpower implications should be

carried out by the Secretariat, so as uo enable the Committee to make an
appropriate decision for .the establishment of.the Centre at a later stage.

Further research work on minimum structural requirements need therefore to

be undertaken at, a, later date. -.,....

AGENDA, DATE AND VENUE FOR THE NEXT MEETING OF THE COMMITTEE .

(Agenda Item 6)

24. The Committee proposed and adopted the following Provisional Agenda for its

next, meeting: ■ ■.....-.....

(i) Opening of the meeting;

(ii) Adoption of the Agenda; .

(iii) Modalities for cooperation in the implementation of .

oriority projects;

(iv) Harmonization of;PTA with other subreglonal institutions,
■ organizations and groupings dealing with industrial develop-

. ment in the subregion; .......

fv)' Strategy for collaboration with foreign investors, including,
technical training, technology transfer and the type .of in- .

centives to be extended .to them;
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<vi) Country reports on import substitution industries using raw

materials and intermediate goods available within the subregion:

(vii) Consideration of problems and options for financing trade in

manufactures, intermediate goods and raw materials.

(viii) Any other business

(ix) Consideration and adoption of the report.

25. The date for the next meeting of the Committee would be determined and
communicated to member States after consultations between the current

Chairman of the Committee, the Secretary-General of the PTA and the host

Government. The date would be communicated to the member States three months
before the meeting. The venue would be Lusaka, Zambia.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS (AGENDA ITEM 7)

26. There was no business to discuss under this agenda item.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT OF THE MEETING (AGENDA ITEM 8)

27. The Committee examined and adopted its report.
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DJIBOUTI

Mr. Mohamed Ibrahim Moharaed

Fonctionnaire,

Service de Development Industriel

Djibouti

ETHIOPIA

Mr. Woldu G. Michael

Manager,

Chemical Corporation

Addis Ababa

KENYA

Mrs. S. Alambo

Senior Industrial Economist

Ministry of Industry-

Nairobi

LESOTHO

Mr. Kevin Mosololi Manyeli

Permanent Secretary

Ministry of Trade

Industry and Tourism

Maseru

SWAZILAND

Mr. Paul M. Thabede

Project Officer

SEDCO

Ministry of Commerce, Industry, Mines and
Tourism

Mbabane

Mr. M. Matsebula ■ ■

NIDCS

Ministry of Commerce, Industry, Mines and
Tourism

Mbabane
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UGANDA_

Mr. Okoror Oumo

Assistant High Commissioner

Uganda High Commission in Zambia

Lusaka

UNITED REPUBLIC Off TANZANIA

Mr. Ami R.A. Mpungwe

First Secretary

Tanzania High Commission in Zambia

Lusaka

Mr. Simba Abdulla Juma

First Secretary

Tanzania High Commission in Lusaka

Lusaka

ZAMBIA

Mr. M.X. Mufwaya

Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Lusaka

Dr. O.S. Krishnamurthy

Adviser

Ministry of Commerce and Industry

Lusaka

Mr. C.G.L. Mubanga

Economist

Ministry of Commerce and

Industry

Lusaka

Mr. L.C. Mbewe

Acting Director of Projects

INDECO Ltd

Lusaka

Mrs. S.B.M. Chidumayo

Economist

National Commission for Development

Planning

Lusaka

Mr. F.S. Chirwa

Economist

National Commission for Development

Planning

Lusaka
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ZIMBABWE

Mr. Thomas Stanley Mercer

assistant Secratary

Ministry of Industry and Energy

Harare

OBSERVERS/OBSEVATEURS

AFRICA)

Mr. Bunny Mackay, Head

A.N.C. Project

Lusaka

Mr. Ted Pemane

International Lawyer

A.N.C. (South Africa)

Lusaka

OAU

Mr. John M. Foday, Head

Transport and Communications

Division

Addis Ababa

UNDP

Mr. J. E. Van Rijri

JPO, UNDP

Lusaka

UNIDO

Mr. M. Kapepula

Industrial Affairs Officer

ECA

Addis Ababa

PTA IMTEItlM SECRETARIAT

Mr. George K. Kimani, Director

Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division

Addis Ababa

Mr. Francis W- Rutaiwa, Chief

Industrial Development Section

ECA, Addis Ababa

*rr. N.M. Masemola

Legal Adviser

Economic Co-operation Office

ECA, Addis Ababa

I*. John Kukalazi

Economic Affairs Officer

ECA/MULPOC, Lusaka
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Terms of Reference of jthe Committee on.

■ : Industrial Co-operation

1. The Committee on Industrial Co-operation (hereinafter to as "the Committee"),

shall be the Committee on Industrial Co-operation established by Article 11 of

the Treaty for the Establishment of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and

Southern African States (hereinafter referred to as :ithe Treaty"). '

2. The Committee shallconsist of representatives designated to serve on it

by the Berber States of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern

African States (hereinafter referred to as "the Member Etates!T) .

3. It shall be the duty of the Committee to assist the Member States to promote

industrial development and co-operation within the Preferential Trade Area for

Eastern and Southern African States (hereinafter referred to as "the Preferential

Trade Area"1) in accordance with the Provisions of the Protocol on co-operation

in the field of Industrial Development annexed to the Treaty as Annex VIII by:

a) collective self-reliance in the field of industry?

b) complementarity industrial development;

c) the expansion of trade in industrial products- and

d) the provision of related training facilities within the Preferential
Trade Area.

4. In order to perform the functions referred to in paraaraph 3 of these Terms
of Reference,;the Committee shall with the assistance of the Secretariat of

the Preferential.Trade Area establish targets, programmes and priorities in the
field of industrial development, '

5. In the discharge of the functions set out in paragraphs 3 and A of these

Terms of Reference the Committee shall in particular supervise and direct the

activities and work programmes of the Secretariat of the Preferential Trade Area
in its duty to;

a) promote the creation, or strengthening as the case may be, of national
industrial development institutions of the •'Member States;

b) foster co-operation between the Secretariat of the Preferential Trade

Area and the national industrial development institutions of the Member
States; ■ - .- .
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c) make proposals with respect to the establishment and organisation of the

Centre for the Promotion of Industrial Development referred to in

Article 5 of the Protocol on Co-operation in the fiald of Industrial

Development•

d) supervise the operations and activities of tf.ie Centre for the Promotion

of Industrial Development?

e) undertake studies,, negotiations and consultations designed to assist in

the attainment of the objectives of the Protocol on Co-operation in the

field of Industrial Development;

f) promote co-ordination and co-operation in industrial technology and

its transfer and adaptation

g) promote joint activities in 7>. fi D*

h) expand co-operation in the exchange of industrial information:

i) formulate proposals for the mobilisation of industrial finance?

j) foster harmonisation of investment lavs- and incentives-

k) promote co-operation in industrial policies, planning and programming

in the field, of?

(i) large capital and intermediate goods industries,"

(ii) food and agricultural industries*

(iii) consumer goods industries for the purpose of obtaining economies
of scale,- reducing external dependance for the supply of industrial

products and achieving greater complementarity of the economies of

the Member States; and

<i"v) the development of rural areas through small scale and informal

sector industries, thereby using local resources and skills and

providing fuller' employment opportunities to the grov/ing population

of the Menibor -States.

6= It shall be the function of the Committee to supervise and direct ^

activities ann relevant work programme of the Secretariat of the Preferential Trade

Area in its task of assisting the Member States in accordance with the provisions

of the Protocol on Standardization and puality Control annexed to the Treaty as

2\nnex XI, towards evolving a common policy vrith reoard to the standardization and

Quality control of goods originating in the MemberStat.es and to undertake such

other activities in standardization as would promote production and tratfe within

the Preferential Trade ?re=xa
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7. The Committee shall-

a) perform such functions es nay be necessary for the efficient implementation

of the provisions of Articles 24 and 27 of the Treaty and Protocol on

Co-operation in the Field of Industrial Development and the Protocol on

Standardization and Quality Control;

b) have such other functions as the Countil may assign to it..

8. The Committee shall submit from time to time reports and recommendations to

the Intergovernmental Commission of Experts of the Preferential Trade Area either

on its own initiative or upon the request of the Commission or the Council concer

ning the implementation of the provisions of the Treaty and the Protocols referred

to in these Terms of Reference,

9. These Terms of Reference shall be read in conjunction with the Treaty and the

Protocols referred to in these Terms of Reference. In case of absolute conflict

between the provisions of these Terms of Reference on the one hand and the

provisions of the Treaty and the Protocols on the other hand, the provisions of the

Treaty and the Protocols shall prevail.




